
Revision Exercises. Market Leader Upper-Intermediate Unit 10, Unit 11. 

 

1. Insert the words from the box into the following sentences. 

 

Defected, transparency, row, liability, contingency plans, retention, legal action, vulnerability, 

validated, had averted, refunded, consequences, sue, highlighted, inconsistent. 

1) People who run up big debts eventually have to face the ……. 

2) Our employees …… to our rivals at an alarming rate. 

3) Ford did not admit any …… for the misleading advertising. 

4) He was thinking over the possible …… of his business plan. 

5) Many scientists plan to wait until the results of the study are …… by future research. 

6) They had developed ……. before the incident and put them into effect when water in the mine began 

to overflow. 

7) They must have had a …… and now he was being told to find a new job. 

8) In this case, the contract may be set aside and the buyer will be able to …… for damages. 

9) He is now planning …… to get compensation. 

10) If a customer is not entirely satisfied, he should return the purchase within 14 days and the money 

will be …… in full. 

11) My initial reaction was relief: we ……. another financial crisis. 

12) The report …… the need for prison reform. 

13) The fiasco has shown up the dangers in an industry where reputation often rests more on brand 

names than …….. 

14) The ……. of valued employees should be the priority activity of a successful company. 

15) People feel threatened when decision-making is ……. and illogical. 

2. Translate the bracketed parts of the following sentences. 
1) In the document he explains the (обоснование) r------ for his plan to build a car for the African 

market. 

2) Air quality is rapidly (ухудшается) d------ in our cities. 

3) Police officers claimed that their actions during the riots were purely (оборонительный, 

защищающийся) d------. 

4) Monopolies in industries like railways and various (коммунальные службы) u------ need breaking 

up. 

5) DirecTV says it hopes to add nearly two million new (пользователи, абоненты) s------ in the 

coming year. 

6) For years people thought the picture was a (подлинный, истинный) g------ Van Gogh, but in fact it's 

a fake. 

7) As far as we have been able to (выяснить, установить, убедиться) a------, our client is not involved 

in anything illegal. 

8) Things were not all bad when I started to speak about our achievements and the reaction of our boss 

(поразила, удивила) b------ me right over. 

9) Construction costs for the bridge could (превысить) e------- $230 million. 

10) The lawsuits seek not only to stop sales of the product but also civil penalties, court costs and 

(возвращение расходов, компенсации) r------ for buyers. 

11) The dates quoted in these two documents do not (совпадают, соответствуют) c-------. 

12) And following breakdown every effort should be made to improve our business (непрерывность) c--

----- plan.  

13) The markets and older residential areas of the city were equally (невредимый, не пострадавший) u-

------- by modern trends. 

14) The residents of this city have an insular (склад ума) m--------, so strangers are not always made 

welcome. 

15) (Далеко идущие последствия) F------ c------- can and do follow from people or organisations being 

indifferent to the results of their actions. 

 

 

 



3. Insert the preposition if necessary. 
1) The agent put me … hold while she consulted a colleague. 

2) Get …  … Mr Johnes, ask him if he can advance the project. 

3) The council spent three months looking … a replacement … Jack McGrory. 

4) Don't give … … the temptation to argue back with your boss. 

5) It is successful because it produces a high quality product on time … a price the customer can afford. 

6) The strikes inflicted serious damage … the economy. 

7) None the less, we immediately started our other meetings to make … … lost time. 

8) Put in this way, management of the economy seems to have been grossly … fault. 

9) A person who is libeled can sue … damages. 

10) City council members are still seeking solutions … the problem of unemployment. 

 

4. Make up word combinations using the words of two columns. 

1) exceed 

2) legal 

3) concede 

4) damage  

5) deliver 

6) sort out  

7) handle 

8) set up 

9) get out of 

10) compensation 

a crisis management team 

limitation 

customer service 

a problem 

responsibility 

benchmarks 

complaints 

case 

a crisis 

customer expectations 
 

5. Translate the bracketed parts of the sentences, using idioms. 

1) Making me work late on a Friday was (последняя капля)! 

2) You think something as important as that would (выскочить из головы)? 

3) It's easy to (переложить ответственность) and blame someone else for your failure. 

4) My boss is extremely scrupulous, he always (доходит до сути проблемы). 

5) I decided not to beat about the bush and (перейти прямо к делу). 

6) We shall be using the term in the ordinary sense, without, we hope, any fear of (неправильное 

понимание, неверное толкование). 

 

 

 


